
Short answers Commercial Geography (World) I.Com 2nd Year 
 
 

1- Define Economic / Commercial Geography. 
2- Write down the importance of commercial geography. 
3- How the word geography is derived? 
4- Write down the names of the branches of Geography/Human 

geography. 
5- When did the study of commercial geography starts. 
6- Define economic activities and its types? 
7- What are the major fishing grounds of the world? 
8- Define fishing and write down the types of fish. 
9- Describe plankton. 
10- What is nutrient value of the fish? 
11- What are the types of coastal areas and economic factors 

important for the growth of fish? 
12- What are the purpose of cattle farming (animal husbandry) in 

the world? 
13- What is organized (commercial) and unorganized (subsistence) 

animal husbandry? 
14- Write about commercial dairy farming. 
15- Describe any four points of the importance of herding. 
16- Name the different species of sheep in the world. 
17- Which type of sheep produces high quality wool? 
18- Important countries for the production of wool in the world. 
19- When and where from manufacturing industry started. 
20- What is meant by natural vegetation? 
21- What are types of forest/equatorial forest and write four 

benefits of forests. 
22- Which is the most populous continent in the world? 
23- Which are the uninhabited regions in the world? 
24- What do you understand by the term densely, very densely and 

less densely populated areas? 
25- Which are densely populated areas in the world? 
26- Write the names of six countries according to population. 
27- In which season’s wheat is cultivated in the world. 
28- Name the major exporting and importing countries of wheat in 

the world. 
29- Write down important types of wheat. 
30- Write down the types and uses of sugarcane. 
31- Write five major sugarcane producing countries in the world. 
32- Rice producing and importing & exporting countries in the 

world. 
33- Importing and exporting countries of rice in the world. 
34- Write down the types of rice. 



35- How natural rubber is extracted and the top country in rubber 
production? 

36- What is meant by stone age. 
37- What is meant by Kole. 
38- Write about major tea producing regions. 
39- Write suitable climate for tea plant. 
40- Difference between green tea and black tea. 
41- Name different types of minerals. 
42- Types of crude petroleum/mineral oil and the exporting 

countries. 
43- Name the four main gold producing countries. 
44- Write four uses of gold. 
45- Which scientist discovered uranium. 
46- Describe any four uses of uranium and types of uranium? 
47- Which country has the highest number of nuclear power 

stations in the world? 
48- Which raw material is used for the production of nuclear 

energy? 
49- Give the importance of petroleum. 
50- Petroleum is mixture of which two elements. 
51- Write the names of important iron ore importing countries. 
52- Write down different types of iron ore in the world. 
53- What are the various types of coal found in the world? 
54- How coal was formed? 
55- What are the various types of oil seed crops of the world? 
56- Name the oil importing and exporting countries. 
57- Describe the importance of edible oil in human diet. 
58- Name the major countries having natural gas reserves. 
59- How did natural gas form? 
60- Name the various types of iron ore found in the world. 
61- What is pig iron? 
62- In which industry is iron most used. 
63- Define cottage industry. 
64- Describe briefly about the fertilizer industry. 
65- What is importance of chemical fertilizers for agriculture? 
66- Describe the kinds of fertilizers. 
67- What are the main kinds of artificial fertilizers? 
68- How many countries of the world produce nitrogenous 

fertilizer? 
69- Name the important countries in the field of cotton textile 

industry. 
70- Describe suitable climate for the cultivation of cotton. 
71- What are the different types and varieties of cotton? 
72- Name three important centers of Iron and steel. 
73- Write down four physical factors required for steel industry. 



74- Factors affecting iron industry and in which industry iron most 
used. 

75- Write the methods of steel manufacturing. 
76- Name four woolen textile producing countries. 
77- How natural silk is produced and how many kilograms mulberry 

leaves are required for 1 pound silk? 
78- Manchester, the city of Britain is famous for which type of 

industry. 
 

Important topics for Long questions (World) 
 

1- Scope and importance of Economic and commercial geography 
2- Economics activities and types. 
3- Favorable factors for fishing (Physical/Non-physical) 
4- Major fishing grounds in the world. 
5- Reasons for development of fishing in northern hemisphere. 
6- Importance and benefits of animal husbandry. 
7- Economic Importance of forests. 
8- Types of forests and grasslands. 
9- Factors affecting global distribution of population. 
10- Factors required for setting up industries. 
11- Write a note on production of coal in the world. 
12- What do you know about deposits of mineral oil and its production 

in the world. 
13-  Write detailed note on following industries: 

a) Iron and steel 
b) Cotton Textile Industry 
c) Fertilizer Industry 

14- Write detailed note on following crops: 
a) Wheat 
b) Sugarcane 
c) Rice 
d) Cotton 

15- Write detailed note on following Minerals and Energy resources: 
a) Iron Ore, Petroleum, Natural Gas, Uranium & Coal 



Short Questions - Commercial Geography (Pakistan) I.Com 2nd year 
 

1- Write the types of canals in Pakistan. 
2- What are the permanent canals? 
3- How are karez made? 
4- What is irrigation and its types in Pakistan? 
5- Important sea ports in Pakistan name them? 
6- Write short note Karachi port and Bin Qasim port. 
7- Which sea is in the south of Pakistan and it is part of which 

ocean. 
8- Name eight air ports of Pakistan. 
9- For which countries PIA provides air services in northern areas. 
10- What is meant by soil of Doab? 
11- What do you know about potowar region soil. 
12- Write the names of head works of river Sutlej. 
13- What do you mean by doab name the doabs in Punjab? 
14- What is Chaj doab? 
15- Write down the areas included in Bari Doab. 
16- Name the deserts in Pakistan. 
17- Name the northern mountain ranges in Pakistan. 
18- Name the neighboring countries of Pakistan. 
19- Write two conditions of Indus basin treaty. 
20- Name the eastern tributaries of river Indus. 
21- Write the geographical factors for hydro-electricity. 
22- Which is the biggest hydal energy producing dam in Pakistan? 
23- Define thermal electricity. 
24- Write two causes of energy crises in Pakistan. 
25- Write down the names of main thermal power projects in 

Pakistan. 
26- Write down the different methods used for producing 

electricity in Pakistan. 
27- Name the Major electricity generating institute of Pakistan. 
28- Write down the characteristics of Mangla Dam. 
29- On which river Mangla and Tarbela dams have been 

constructed. 
30- Write the importance of railway in Pakistan. 
31- When and between which cities of Pakistan first railway line 

was constructed. 
32- Write the importance of roadways in Pakistan. 
33- Write a short note on longest road of Pakistan. 
34- To which country the silk highway links Pakistan? 
35- What are the important exports of Pakistan? 
36- What is meant by transported soil of plain areas? 
37- Describe the four reasons for the shortage of wheat in 

Pakistan? 



38- Name the important rice growing areas in Pakistan. 
39- Write the names of Kharif crops in Pakistan. 
40- Write down second valuable food crop of Pakistan after wheat. 
41- Which are the important maize producing areas of Punjab? 
42- Name the wheat producing regions of Pakistan. 
43- Write the types of forests in Pakistan. 
44- What do you know about the Bella forests in Pakistan? 
45- What is the total area of Pakistan? 
46- What do you mean by close population? 
47- Which is the largest province of Pakistan according to area? 
48- What is meant by population census? 
49- Write the densely populated areas of Pakistan. 
50- Write down the percentage of population in the provinces of 

Pakistan. 
51- Write down the reasons of migration in Pakistan. 
52- Write down the hottest regions of Pakistan. 
53- Write the name of two important fish harbors of Pakistan. 
54- On what factors economy of Pakistan depends. 
55- Where are the reservoirs of Natural Gas in Pakistan? 
56- Which city of Pakistan is called Manchester and why? 
57- Describe briefly about Durand line. 
58- Describe briefly about potwar pleateau. 
59- Write down the four cities of Pakistan received least rainfall. 
60- In Pakistan major rainfall depends upon which wind system? 
61- Name the wheat producing areas of Punjab? 
62- Describe suitable climate for cultivation of cotton? 
63- Write down four physical region of Pakistan? 
64- Write down name of four cash crops of Pakistan? 
65- When P.I.A was established? 
66- Write cultivation and harvesting season of wheat? 
67- Which products are made from sugarcane? 
68- What is meant by KANUPP? 
69- Write note on Karakoram high-way? 
70- Define salinity and water logging? 
71- Write names of four important cotton producing districts of 

Pakistan? 
72- Write note on National Shipping Corporation of Pakistan? 
73- Explain about Indus water treaty? 
74- Write note on rice crop in Pakistan? 
75- What is meant by Riverine forest in Pakistan? 
76- Write a note on "The Koh-Safed"? 
77- Describe the names of eight districts of KPK? 
78- What is meant by climate and weather? 

 
 



 
Important topics for Long questions (Pakistan) 
 
 

1- What is meant by division of Pakistan in terms of its Physical 
features? 

2- Divide Pakistan into physiographic regions and give detail of 
one. 

3- In how many parts Pakistan has been divided as per its climate. 
4- Describe various types of soil found in different parts of 

Pakistan. 
5- Discuss different types and importance of forests. 
6- Describe the important means/sources of irrigation in Pakistan. 
7- Write a brief note on link canals in Pakistan. 
8- Write a brief note on Indus basin treaty. 
9- Write about detailed factors required for industrial 

development. 
10- Write a detailed note of crops of Pakistan: 

i) Wheat 
ii) Rice  
iii) Sugarcane 
iv) Cotton  
v) Tobacco 

11- Write down a detailed note on the important factors affecting 
the distribution of population OR causes of uneven distribution 
of population in Pakistan. 

12- Describe the causes of urban population growth in Pakistan and 
explain its demerits. 

13- Write down the methods of obtaining electricity in Pakistan and 
explain the Hydel power projects of Pakistan. 

14- Narrate the means of transportation of Pakistan? 
15- What are the causes of shortage of electricity in Pakistan? 
16- Explain government measure to cope with this problem. 
17- Write the importance and important railway routes in Pakistan. 

                                     ______________________________ 


